Colloque Th. Nombres [1969, Bordeaux] Bull. Soc. math. France, Memoire 25, 1971 , P. l83 a l88 FAREY FRACTIONS WITH PRIME DENOMINATOR AND THE LARGE SIEVE by Dieter WOLKE An interesting problem which arises in connection with the "large sieve" is the following one. and except the value of the constant, is best possible, is
(see Bombieri, Davenport-Halberstam, Gallagher).
It is natural to ask whether by passing from (P) to (R) one looses a factor (lnQ)~ • Compared with (l) , this would mean (The best result known at the present time is e > -3-e~^).
One of the first and still most interesting applications of the large sieve is the following due to Linnik.
N(x,e) ^ c(e) ( c(e) is a constant which depends on e only) . 
If (CL) or only (P) = o(Q^) (Q -^ °°) .
were true in this special case we would get
This is equivalent to (CL) .
Unfortunately, (CL) is not true in general. Elliott showed that for Q = N 2 -which indeed is the most interesting part of the Q-N region -one can find complex numbers a so that
The numbers a^ are rather artificial. So one can hope that for simple a 's , .
for example a^ = 0 or 1 , a bit of (CL) can be saved. Indeed, Erd6s, and Renyi showed by probabilistic arguments that (CL) is true for "almost all" sequences a n "with a =0 or 1 if we assume n Q s: N^ .
(I will not give the exact formulation of their theorem. All questions mentioned in this talk will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming monograph of Halberstam and Richer! on sieve methods).
As I am going to show now (CL) is almost fulfilled in the complementary part of the Q-N region.
Then we have, with an absolute constant C ,
In Q
It is easy to see that this is better than (l) if
is assumed. It is perhaps possible to modify my method as to come near to the point Q = N 2 , but I am sure one cannot reach it in this way. Nevertheless there are some applications to the theorem which make it worth while talking about it.
I will now give a short idea of the proof.
In all proofs to (l) one uses the simple fact that the distance between two different Farey fractions of order Q is bigger than 1/Q 2 . I use an upper estimattai for the number of Farey fractions of order Q and prime denominator which lie in a small interval.
LEMMA. Let Q Ss 10 , 0 < 6 <. 1 -h ln ln -Q ,
, a real , l(a) =[ a -A, a+A],.
The theorem easily follows from the Lemma and. a general large sieve inequality due to Davenport and Halberstam.
1. In the case 1 -kln \ Q < 6 < 1 In Q the Theorem is not "better than (l) , so there is nothing to prove. Because of the short time I will only give a rough idea of the proof to the Lemma, which is the most important part of the Theorem. ( In some special cases it is possible to show a bit more. 3. The main problem is the region near Q 2 = N . Can you find conditions on the a *s , so that (CL) holds in a certain form ? Surely one must find a new type of proof for the large sieve because in all known methods no special properties of the a 's are n used.
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